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Abstract: An archaeological field survey was carried out in between the limits of 
Pantelimonu de Sus village, Constanta County. This survey was caused by the works 
undertaken for the installation of a water pipe. There were discovered several different 
archaeological complexes and mixed Roman-Byzantine artifacts . The pottery fragments 
belong to some well known typological categories, and they were identified by analogical 
approach. 

Rezumat: Cercetarea de teren din intravilanul comunei Pantelimonu de Sus, 
judeţul Constanţa, realizată cu ocazia instalării unei conducte de apă, a avut ca rezultat 
descoperirea unor piese ceramice de epocă romană şi romana-bizantină prezentate într-un 
succint catalog. Complexele arheologice sunt diverse, iar materialul este amestecat, larg 
datat în perioada romana-bizantină. Din punct de vedere tipologie, ceramica descoperită 
se încadrează în tipurile cunoscute precum vase pentru transport, vase pentru servitul 
mesei, vase pentru băut şi vase pentru gătit. Identificarea unora dintre aceste artefacte a 
fost posibilă datorită analogiilor publicate deja în literatura de specialitate, atît în spaţiul 
pontic cât şi în alte zone. 

In September 2011, two archaeologists ' of the research team excavating in 
Ulmetum performed a field survey inside the limits of the actual village 
Pantelimonu de Sus, Constanţa County, on the occasion of installing a water pipe. 
The surveyed area is situated in the neighborhood of late Roman fortification of 
Ulmetum, mostly at the Southeastern limit of the village. Essentially, this is the 
area where most pottery fragments have been found, becoming rare and ceasing 
as the survey pursued to the center of Pantelimonu de Sus village. Excepting 
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catalogue piece no 26, derived from an accidental discovery on a private property 
North-East of the village, which had been brought to us by a local, all the rest of 
the pottery fragments were discovered on an area between 100 and 200 m West 
outside the city wall of late Roman Ulmetum. From the very beginning, it was 
clear that the mechanical intervention in the subsoil for the water pipe installation 
was almost superficial, because the maximum depth was about 50 cm. Even 
though this is not an exclusive criterion for dating, the chances to find any 
remains from the ancient vicus Ulmetum2 decreased drastically and, as it follows, it 
is probable that our archaeological findings represent only the habitation around 
the city walls during the late roman era, in close connection with the habitation 
inside the late Roman city. Still, the archaeological materials discovered are 
mixed, even if the majority of pottery fragments can be chronologically identified 
in the Roman-Byzantine period; this leads to the conclusion that there are 
different archaeological contexts from different times in the same area. 

From a total of 60 discovered artifacts, we succeeded in identifying some 
typological categories of pottery. Excepting the 26 fragmentary objects included 
in our small catalogue, the rest of 34 fragments of pottery can be identified by 
typological method, resulting in a few categories: 23 amphora fragments, 6 
fragments of pottery which can be included in the category of vasa pota(to)ria 
(cups, pitchers, pots), and 5 fragments of undetermined pottery, possibly 
fragments of lids, small cups or other. 

Concerning the undetermined 23 amphora fragments, only a few 
considerations can be made. Generally, they are grouped in 2 large categories: the 
first, consisting of 7 fragments, has some common characteristics: coarse light 
brick - red fabric with small particles of limestone and gold mica, and brick - red 
slip; one of them has some special characteristics: the clay is whitish - yellow, 
with small black and white particles, maybe pyroxene, sand and small particles of 
limestone. 

The second group consisting of 16 fragments, has coarse fabric, with 
limestone and gold mica particles, and a dark brick - red color; exceptionally, one 
of them has fine fabric, similar to some African red slip dishes or Berenice LR 10 
amphorae, and is covered with a dense brick- red vernis. 

From the last 11 fragments of pottery discovered (cups, pitchers, pots and 
fragments of lids), only one draws attention by its features, linked to Sântana de 
Mureş culture: the fragment has a semi-fine grey homogenous fabric and a grey 
polished slip on the outside. 

Aware of the impossibility of determining other methodological outlines, 
from such a smalllot of items, the first step for a future comparison can be made 
in relation with the pottery resulted from the archaeological excavations from 
Ulmetum site. Looking forward, the analysis of the pottery from Ulmetum is a 
necessary step for further research of this site, and a useful tool for a better and 
accurate understanding of the centers where the pottery was produced, taking 
into account that the pottery production in antiquity was an economic, artistic 

2 Regarding vicus Ulmetum and the archaeologica l research, see PÂR VAN 1923, passim; 
COV ACEF 2004-2005, 439-451. 
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and cultural activity. 
CATALOG V E 

1. Rim fragment of Carthage LR2 amphora, outter rim diameter 14 cm, inner rim 
diameter 10 cm, preserved height 4.5 cm, brick - red coarse clay, beige slip . The 
amphora usually has horizontal incised lines or undulated striations at the 
median part of the body. 

2. Fragmentary amphora foot. Preserved height 6 cm, coarse clay, brick - red on 
the exterior, beige on the interior of the body, brick - red slip. The fabric is with 
occasional small particles of limestone and rare gold mica. The foot of the 
amphora is conical, broken in the lower part, with no button traces. Possibly one 
of the pontic types of conical amphora. 

3. Fragmentary amphora handle, preserved length 6.4 cm, thickness 2 cm. Fabric 
is slightly brick - red, traces of pyroxene, beige slip on outward, 3 grooves, oval 
section. 

4. Fragmentary amphora handle, preserved length 4 cm, thickness 2.5 cm. Dark 
brick - red coarse fabric, with rare small particles of limestone, dark brick - red 
slip on outward, 2 grooves, oval section. 

5. Fragment of median part of an oriental Carthage LR2 type amphora. Preserved 
length 5 x 4.5 cm. Fabric is brick- red, with traces of limestone, light beige slip on 
outward. The amphora is decorated with undulated striations, suggesting dating 
for 6th c. AD. 

6. Fragment of neck and handle of an amphora, fabric is homogeneous, dark brick 
- red color with rare micro particles of limestone and gold mica, dark brick - red 
color slip. The neck is almost cylindrical, it widens at the lower part, 14 cm 
diameter on top. The handle has oval section, with grooves. No traces of a link 
between neck and body of the amphora. 

7. Fragmentary amphora handle, preserved length 11 cm, brick - red color with 
particles of limestone and sand, brick - red color slip on outward. The handle is 
round in section, decorated with grooves. 

8. Fragmentary amphora handle, preserved length 10.5 cm. Coarse clay, brick -
red color, particles of limestone and gold mica, brick-beige slip on outward. The 
handle has an oval shape in section, secondary burned, with traces of grooves. 
Considering the dimensions and fabric characteristics, the handle could belong to 
a Pontic type of a big dimensions amphora. 

9. Fragmentary rim and handle of a table amphora, preserved height 4.5 cm, rim 
diameter 11 cm. The fabric is semi-fine, with limestone particles. Light brick - red 
color, slip with beige nuances on the outside, but the fragment is severely 
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secondary burned on the inside and outside. The rim is flattened on top, slightly 
thickened inside, decorated with a single groove on the outside. The neck is 
cylindrical, slightly curved outwards; the handle has an oval shape in section, 
with grooves. 
P ARASCHIV 2006, pl. IV, no 56 (regarding a table amphora fragment from 
Argamum). 

10. Fragmentary amphora rim, preserved height 3.5 cm, rim diameter 8 cm. 
Coarse brick - red fabric with black particles (pyroxene ?), slip of the same color. 
The rim is straight and the neck is cylindrical, decorated with grooves inside and 
outside. 

11. Fragmentary neck, median part and handle of a Pontic table amphora, 
preserved height 10 cm, neck diameter at its upper part 12 cm, maximum 
diameter at the median part is 26 cm. The fabric is brick - red with small black 
particles and limestone, outside slip of the same color. The neck is cylindrical, 
curved on the outside, frequent grooves on the amphora body, the handle has an 
oval shape in section, with grooves. 

12. Fragmentary dish rim, preserved height 2 cm, rim diameter 23 cm. Fine brick
red late Roman ware, slip of the same color. The dish has a vertical rim 
incorporating a flange, concave on the outer face, undecorated. A ridge can be 
observed under the rim. 
HAYES 1972, Late Roman C' Ware, form 3, 329-338; TOPOLEANU 2000, type IX, 
46-54; OPRIŞ 2003, 150-152; CĂTĂNICIU, BARNEA 1979, 189, fig. 167, 2.6 
(N VIA); SUCEVEANU 1982, 14, fig. 10, nr. 12-19; OPAIŢ 2004, 76, pl. 56. Dating: 
5th_6th c. AD. 

13. Fragmentary dish/bowl rim, rim diameter 24 cm. Fine brick - red fabric, dark 
brick - red slip. The interior is smooth, with a little edge at the top; the rim is 
thickened outside, almost round. Under the rim, outside, one single fine groove. 
No perfect analogies: strictly concerning the profile of the rim, ABADIE-REYNAL, 
SODINI 1992, 15, CF 19, CF 23, fig. 2 (2nct c. AD.), MUŞEŢEANU 2003, 61, type 1, 
pl. 24, no 202 (2nd -3rd c.AD). Other analogies: OPAIŢ 1991, 166, pl. 54, 306-307 
(Local Red Slip Ware); OPAIŢ 2004, 80; HAYES 1992, 7-8; SUCEVEANU 1982, 92, 
fig. 10, nr.6 (bowl) 6th c. AD; ROBINSON 1959, 117, M352, pl. 71 (glazed bowl). 

14. Fragmentary bottom of a dish/bowl, preserved height 2.5 cm, foot diameter 9 
cm, foot height 1 cm. Fine brick - red fabric, beige slip. The foot is round, slightly 
knobbed, of medium height, slightly curved outwards. Undecorated. 

15. Fragmentary part of median body of a highly curved bowl/dish, maximum 
diameter 30 cm. Semi-fine brick - red fabric, with rare limestone particles, beige 
slip, secondary burnt. No illustration. 

16. Fragment of grindstone, brooked, one half preserved, oval shape, polished. 
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Preserved length 5 cm, thickness 4.9 cm. The median part is flattened, because of 
the repeated blows. 

17. Fragment of a vessel (bottom), possibly a pitcher. Preserved height 3.5 cm, foot 
diameter 8 cm. Semi-fine brick - red clay with small particles of limestone and 
gold mica, brick- red slip. The base is round, of medium height (0.9 cm), faceted, 
slightly inclined outwards. Rare grooves inside the jar. No illustration. 

18. Fragment of bottom of a probably high bowl/dish, preserved height 2.5 cm, 
foot diameter 9 cm, base height 1 cm. Fine light brick - red fabric with white and 
black small particles, dense brick - reddish slip. The base is round, of medium 
height, with an almost false foot, slightly inclined to outwards, decorated with 
two fine grooves. The bottom is smooth, undecorated. 

19. Fragment of a median part of a jar, possibly a high cup with trilobite or 
circular rim, maximum diameter at the median part 20 cm. Poor quality coarse 
fabric, porous, with small stone particles in the clay, secondary burned. The wall 
of the jar is unusually thick (0.8 cm-1 cm). 

20. Fragmentary bottom of a jar, possibly a cup, similar. Flat base, diameter 9 cm, 
thickness 1.2 cm. 

21. Fragmentary rim of a pot, preserved height 3.5 cm, rim diameter 14 cm. Poor 
quality clay with small particles of stone, irregularly burned: at the rim the clay is 
brick- red, and at the neck it is grey. On the inside and outside the pot is covered 
with a brick - red color slip, mixed with small particles of limestone. The pot is 
secondary burned on the inside. Possibly medieval. 
PARASCHIV-TALMAŢCHI 2010, pl. II, no. 2, 4. 

22. Fragmentary base of a pitcher, maximum diameter 16 cm, base diameter 8 cm. 
Coarse fabric with small particles of stone in the clay composition. Irregularly 
burned: the wall is whitish - gray on the interior and light brick - red on the 
exterior. The pitcher is secondary burned and is covered with a beige slip on the 
exterior. 

23. Fragmentary rim of a Pontic pot, preserved height 2.3 cm, rim diameter 16 cm. 
Coarse brick- red fabric, with sand in composition, secondary burned. The rim is 
vertical, and it has a pronounced ledge on the top to accept a lid. The neck is 
cylindrical, with frequent grooves at the lower part of the neck. 
SUCEVEANU 1982 b,114, pl. 14/22 

24. Fragmentary rim of a pot, preserved height 4 cm, rim diameter 15 cm. Semi 
fine grey-brick clay with white particles and gold mica, slip of the same color, 
secondary burned at the exterior. The rim is concave inside and convex, thickened 
outside, without neck. 
SUCEVEANU 1982 a, 87, fig. 7 no. 12 (41h- 51h c. AD). 
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25. Fragmentary base of a small cup, preserved height 1.5 cm, base diameter 2.5 
cm. Semi-fine beige fabric with particles of gold mica, slip of the same color. The 
base is small and flat. 

26. Small cup, almost complete. Height 10.2 cm, rim diameter 6 cm, maximum 
diameter 10 cm, base diameter 3 cm. Semi fine brick - red fabric, brick - red slip. 
The base is flat, the body is globular, decorated with grooves at the lower part, 
and the handle is oval in section, decorated with small grooves. The rim is 
straight, in the shape of a funnel. 
OPRIŞ 2003, 135-136, pl. XLVIII, 327; NICOLAE (1995-1996), 147, pl. 4. 
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